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Organised by:  

Union of European Federalists (UEF) and Social Economy Europe (SEE), in cooperation with the 

EESC Section for Economic and Monetary Union and Economic and Social Cohesion (ECO) and 

the EESC Consultative Commission on Industrial Change (CCMI) 

 

Report 

The workshop took place online and more than 100 people participated in the event. The discussion 

was moderated by Luca Lionello from the Union of European Federalists and Laura Almirante from 

Social Economy Europe.  

Vice-President of the European Commission, Dubravka Šuica, gave an opening speech on the 

importance of social and environmental sustainability and the need to seize the opportunity offered 

by the Conference on the Future of Europe to take action and meet citizens' expectations on these 

political priorities. Pietro De Lotto, President of the EESC Consultative Committee on Industrial 

Change, shared the contribution of industry to the process of decarbonisation and social protection in 

Europe, while Ioannis Vardakastanis, President of the European Disability Forum, explained how the 

social market economy can become a driver for social inclusion and cohesion. 

A round table followed on the issue of "Strengthening Europe’s Social Market Economy – EU 

perspectives and concrete initiatives". Three MEPs took part in the debate, Markus Ferber (EPP), 

Patrizia Toia (S&D) and UEF President, Sandro Gozi (Renew), along with two representatives of 

civil society, Iñigo Albizuri, Head of Global Public Affairs at Mondragon Corporation, and Petro 
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Darmoris, Board Member at the Ukrainian Social Academy. The discussion touched upon several 

issues, including the possible follow-up of the Conference on the Future of Europe, the impact of the 

Russia-Ukraine war on the European Union, the main priorities for fostering social and environmental 

sustainability in Europe, and the importance of social companies and cooperatives in the European 

economy.  

The workshop ended with some conclusive remarks by Anna Echterhoff, UEF Secretary-General, 

Patrizia Bussi, SEE Vice-President , Delphine Moralis, Chief Executive Officer at Philea and Ann 

Branch, Head of Unit for Social and Inclusive Entrepreneurship at the European Commission. 

 

On the basis of the debate, the organisers drafted the following conclusions: 

 Europe and the world are again experiencing turbulent times. Again a senseless war is 

happening at the heart of Europe, an aggression that we deplore, while calling for a rapid cease 

fire and peace in Ukraine. In these complex times, our present collective decisions will have 

a fundamental impact on our future. In these dark times, we should underline the positive 

reply of Europe’s civil society, including philanthropy, which is showing solidarity with the 

people of Ukraine. 

 The social market economy is an essential component of our identity, of who we are as 

Europeans, and of our EU project as a catalyser of economic and social progress. Today we 

should strengthen our social market economy, while continuing to play a leading role in the 

green transition, to achieve the EU’s objective of building an economy that works for people 

and the planet. We therefore call for a strengthened Green Social Market for a Future of shared 

prosperity. Our action as Europeans should be holistic and ambitious, ensuring the 

convergence of key EU policy initiatives and the Social Pillar Action Plan, the Green Deal, 

the Next Generation EU or the Social Economy Action Plan, among others, and making sure 

that EU citizens can be the owners of their future by actively participating in the 

implementation of these flagship initiatives. At the same time, the European Union must be 

provided with sufficient resources and competences to address environmental and social 

issues in accordance with the principle of subsidiarity. This may need a Treaty change to grant 

the Union autonomous fiscal powers and spending capacities. 

 The social economy is a key player in strengthening Europe’s Green Social Market Economy, 

with 2.8 million social economy enterprises and organisations – such as cooperatives, 

mutuals, associations, foundations and social enterprises – placing their activities at the 

service of people, providing collective solutions to collective challenges, such as the creation 

of quality jobs for all (including for the most vulnerable), the provision of universal social 
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services, the energy transition, the fight against inequalities etc. Social Economy Action 

should be a key pillar of Europe’s strategy to strengthen a Green Social Market Economy. 

Today, the social economy represents 6.3% of all EU jobs; with adequate support it should 

represent at least 10% of all jobs by 2030. 

 


